
 

Learn the truth about five advantages of vitrified tiles for your
homes

Trends and time, these two matching forces move just about everything in design. When they work in
harmony, everything flows exquisitely. After all, fashion changes with time. With an assortment of
progressive & stylish products and designs to choose from, RAK Ceramics, shares a quick run-through
with you on vitrified tiles.
 

What are vitrified tiles?
Vitrified tiles are made by blending fine
minerals like clay and silica. A remarkable
substitute to natural stone floorings,
vitrified tiles are stain resistant and
strong.
 

 

 

 

 

 

Why opt for vitrified tiles?
Vitrified tiles hold a smooth finishing, are fade and scrape resistant
Highly resistant to water, dirt and stain, vitrified tiles are super easy to maintain. Thereby making
them easy to be cherry-picked for interior & exterior purposes
A brilliant alternative to natural stone floorings such as marble and granite, vitrified tiles are low
on absorptivity
Vitrified tiles are popular for residential purposes as they defy high traffic & possess a long life
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What are the different types of vitrified tiles available?
The following types of vitrified tiles will help you decide a suitable option across a host of
interior/exterior ideas:

Full body: tiles are pigmented across the entire tile thereby making them tough, performing well
against scratches etc.
Digital tiles: are designed by treating an extraordinary resolution digital printing over the regular
vitrified tiles
Glazed vitrified: are given an added varnish of glass and thus look really glossy
Double charge: vitrified tiles are produced by a press that prints contours on the tiles. These are
made with double layer of pigments, around 3-4mm denser than other tiles
Polished vitrified: are vitrified tiles that are polished to obtain an even smoother surface
 

Take a look at RAK Ceramics’ Portico Oak
for example. These full body porcelain
tiles are created to deliver a perfect matt
finish, natural in appearance and is
completely apt for your homes. Keeping
in mind your vision for a perfect home,
RAK Ceramics produces bespoke styles
for both light and heavy duty areas.  RAK
Ceramics have created winsome tiles,
with their Serra White collection too.
These full body porcelain tiles are
smooth, well-polished & are glossy in
nature.

 

 

 

Taking imagination to a whole new altar
altogether, RAK Ceramics thoughtfully
curated veins on Serra white tiles that
don't just imitate the look of marble, but
creates floors that are elegant and
exquisite. After all, your floor is what
people observe first.
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